How to use these pages

These pages are based on the wiki software called Confluence. We try to make the pages as easy as possible to navigate. Here are some tips on how to use these pages:

How to keep up with changes:

- The Blog page is where all the news about the course come. If you don't use Confluence you can subscribe to the RSS feed using this link: https://www.ntnu.no/wiki/spaces/createrssfeed.action?types=blogpost&spaces=tdt39&maxResults=15&title=[TDT39+Empiriske+studier+i+IT]+News+Feed&publicFeed=false&os_authType=basic
- In addition to the RSS channel, the home page shows a list of latest changes done to the web pages.
- If you have a user in NTNU Confluence you can watch various pages, and set up email notifications in your profile. Please see Confluence documentation for how to do this.
- We will not use email to inform about the course, so you should choose one of the available channels to follow these pages.

How to get involved and give feedback:

- We have set up two forums, one for frequently asked questions (updated by course staff) and one for general questions. See the link in the wiki menu. Please use these fora. Many of the questions each of you ask us can be useful for others to follow.

Access to material:

- We don't have much course material. Template for research plan and example research plans from earlier students are uploaded under the file system. See menu item called Downloads.